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1. ODNVY PARIS HAS BEEN CONTACTED BY PERSON CLAIMING
POSSESS DOCUMENTS IDENTIFYING AMERICAN ASSOCIATES LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IN USSR INCLUDING ONE ALLEGED TO HAVE HAD CONTROL OVER OSWALD.
ODENVY CONTACT REFUSES IDENTIFY SELF BEYOND FEW ELEMENTS BELOW.
WANTS FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS AND TWO TICKETS LISBON IN RETURN FOR
DOCUMENTS.

2. ODNVY REP ASSESSES CONTACT AS PROBABILITY SANE. ODNVY WAS
INSTRUCTED HIM IN TELECON TO GET FRENCH POLICE SUPPORT FOR HOSTILE
INTERROGATION IF NECESSARY. ODNVY REP HAS ARRANGED THIS AND NOW
WAITING REAPPEARANCE CONTACT FOR FURTHER TALK.

3. CONTACT STATES FIRST NAME IS STEPHAN, NATIONALITY POLISH,
KNOW OSWALD IN USSR, DEPARTED USSR 6 JANUARY 61, STATES WAS IN
CONTACT KUBARK BASE HAMBURG ON ANOTHER MATTER (PRESUMABLY AFTER
JAN 61). CLAIMS SISTER IN NEW BEDFORD MASS AND THAT HE ONCE
INQUIRED IN ARRANGEMENT TO IMMIGRATE TO MUNCIE, INDIANA. ODNVY
DESCRIBES STEPHAN AS ABOUT 30 YEARS, 6 FEET, 160 POUNDS, LIGHT BROWN
HAIR, GOATEE FORWARD, ONE INCH HORIZONTAL SCAR NEAR RIGHT
LID. SPEAKS FLUENT FRENCH.
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